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BULLETIN JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY fragmentation, indexicality, reflexivity) are particularly relevant in the Hindu context(s) where apparently paradoxical elements or phenomena exist side by side (e.g. Siva the erotic ascetic). 4 The contemporary devaddsis are a paradox in a patriarchal society where female sexuality is feared unless domesticated within marriage. 5 But whereas the Hindu wife worships her husband as god, the devaddsis of the South Indian state of Karnataka the 'subjects' of this paper regard themselves as consorts or cowives of the Hindu god Siva who is Jamadagni. The devaddsis are nityasumangali ('forever-auspicious married-woman') since they never become widows on account of their husband's divinity.6 A visitor to the temple complex at Saundatti in Karnataka is confronted by a multitude of women wearing green or white sarees and bearing begging baskets or pots in which they keep the ritual objects. At first such a concentrated presence of matted-haired females clamouring to bless the visitor's forehead with vermilion powder is an overwhelmingly chaotic experience for an outsider. It was only after some time that I was able to observe any detail. Then, it was the women's matted hair (jatd) which persuaded me to see them as devotees and renouncers (sannydsiri), whose lives mirror the ritual cycle of goddess Yellamma-Renuka as a 'chaste wife' (garati muttu), a 'degraded wife' (sule muttu} and a 'pious wife' (jogati muttu) of Siva as Jamadagni.
My fieldwork confirms that complex issues surround the cult of Yellamma, the biggest controversy being its perceived association with prostitution in Karnataka. The contemporary custom is seen as a social problem affecting particularly the scheduled caste women. Despite this, goddess Yellamma attracts a large following and villagers continue to dedicate their daughters to the goddess. From the reformers' perspective the custom is a 'superstition'; the matted hair of the female devotees a disease a 'fungus'. From the devotees' perspective, the appearance of the matted hair is a sign of the manifestation of goddess Yellamma in a woman's body. The reformers work towards emancipation of women from enforced devaddsi-hood through rehabilitation; the devotees persevere in their devotion to the goddess whom they believe to be a healer of diseases and granter of boons. 5 Janaki Nair, 'The devadasi, dharma and the state', Economic and Political Weekly, xxix, 50 (10 Dec. 1994), 3157-67.
6 The 'pious wife' (jogati muttu) is sometimes considered to be undergoing the 'widowed' stage of Renuka's life. But her widowed status is both ritual and temporary. See K.C. Tarachand, Devadasi custom, rural social structure and flesh markets (New Delhi: Reliance Publishing House, 1992), 94 ff.
Contemporary Representations of the Devaddsis
The contemporary devaddsis have been subject to sociological and anthropological representations. 7 Conversely, the devaddsis' own accounts (the lens through which the initial subjects make sense of their experiences) are often discrepant with those who study or attempt to reform them. 8 As with the modern £ita, the question 'whose experience, whose representation?' is posed.9 Even though the representations are generally context-sensitive, studies of the contemporary devaddsis have mainly focused on the gendered dimension of the devaddsi-hood, that is, the devaddsT as synonymous or reducible to a common prostitute.
It is puzzling why the label 'prostitution' is so persistently attached to the contemporary devaddsi. One explanation is that the generic term 'devaddsi' is applied to any woman associated with theogamy (principally the cult of Yellamma-Renuka) in Karnataka, overlooking the diversity of her ritual statuses as the 'chaste', 'degraded' and 'pious' wife of 3iva Jamadagni. A closer examination reveals that only the 'degraded wife' (sule muttu) is associated with commercial prostitution. 10 Another explanation is that such a misappropriation of the term 'devaddsi' may reflect a secularized sociological perspective which represents the devaddsis as predominantly exploited rather than empowered. 11 This perspective is reflected in the newspaper reports in which the Yellamma-Renuka temple is portrayed as a 'recruiting centre' for prostitutes. 12 An increasing social and sociological concern for women's issues in contemporary Indian society arguably makes the sociological perspective a valid representation of the contemporary devaddsi as an exploited sex worker, especially if she comes from rural scheduled caste communities. Nevertheless, as Trivedi discovered, the issue is more complex, and devaddsis were found to be 'sacred', 'clandestine' or 'commercial' prostitutes, with the first category dominant in Karnataka. 13 But even though a context-sensitive representation to a point, a secular-cum sociological perspective tends to gloss over the ritual aspect which, when we hear the voices of the devaddsis, appears The 'Dancing Girls': the History of the Devaddsi Tradition In the Sanskritic tradition the devaddsis ('female servants of the deity') were 'married' to a deity while serving as the king's concubines. The devaddsis were engaged by the temple and the king to perform daily rituals of singing and dancing during worship, as well as during festival processions when the deity was taken out of the sanctum and paraded through the streets. Other 14 Tarachand (1992) (Assayag; , note 2). For Assayag, then, 'jogammd', appears to be the generic term, although she refers to Jamadagni's first wives as 'temple devaddsi', to Jamadagni's co-wives as 'devaddsis' and to Jamadagni's concubines as basavi (ibid, note 2). Tarachand's (1992, 87) jogammds in contrast are 'religious functionaries' or 'mendicants' attached to the Saundatti shine complex.
activities included dancing at the king's court, attending life-cycle ceremonies, such as marriages and birth celebrations and carrying out sacred prostitution. Inscriptions suggest that the devaddsis enjoyed a generally respected status in the medieval courtly society. 19 All sources agree that there was no shame attached to devaddsi-hood; that the devaddsis were relatively more 'educated' than women in general, and especially when compared with married women.20 Their status as 'ever-auspicious-married-women' (nityasumangali) gave them respect and protection from widowhood. 21
Epigraphical inscriptions of the Calukya/Hoysala period (eighth to fourteenth centuries) in Karnataka confirm these representations. The terms 'courtesan' or 'harlot' (sule), 'concubine' and 'devaddsi' all appear in the regional inscriptions. 22 Courtesans Matibodhamma and Challabbe, for instance, had pillars decorated in the Sangamesvara temple in Pattadakal as offerings to the deity. The inscription relating to Challabbe is significant since she calls herself a 'harlot' (sule Challabbeya) of the temple; sule being one of the terms still in use. Nandagopal's examples not only suggest that the tradition of devaddsis was venerated in Karnataka, but also that the Sanskritic term 'devaddsF was but one among several linguistic options. Despite this, many contemporary authors ignore the regional terms in favour of the generic Sanskritic 'devadds? which, as I have argued, overlooks the diversity of her ritual statuses, as well as representing the 'devaddst' as synonymous with a common prostitute.
If the medieval period was one of relative empowerment for the devaddsis, protected by the wealth of the kings and huge temple complexes, especially in South India, the colonial and British periods (from the sixteenth century onwards) witnessed a gradual transformation in the representation and experience of the 22 Gaston (1990), 10; Nandagopal (1990), 48, 49. The Late Calukyas were contemporaries of the Hoysalas. As this is also the area where the contemporary custom continues, I feel that examples from this region are relevant.
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devaddsis from respected courtly courtesans to shameful harlots.23 Although Westerners were prepared to view the devaddsis through the 'exotic lens' of the 'sinful yet sensuous', the nineteenth-century Western-educated Hindus embarked on a reform programme of many of the traditional customs which they had come to regard as shameful. The nineteenth century challenged all aspects of devaddsi-hood. Female sexuality and the struggle for control over the body of the devaddsi centred on their traditional ritual connection with land, the welfare of the kingdom and dharma. 2* With the transformations came a gradual disempowerment of the devaddsis. Nair (1994) illustrates the disjunction between representation and experience of the devaddsis in the nineteenth century, and the struggle for the control of the devaddsis' sexuality amidst the emerging issues of nationalism and the struggle for independence, modernization and demands for reform, and how the power relationships between the newly-emerging state and dharma were re-written into a more secularized framework centering on the political economy of the land reform. The devaddsis became a casualty of this power struggle. Not only was their status eroded by the censorious attitude of the Westerneducated Hindu in whose mind the devaddsis became synonymous with (commercial) prostitutes, but their profession and status became secularized as legislation gradually eroded their ritual and, significantly, land inheritance rights. Their ritual identity became eroded and lost (the Devadasi Act, 1934 Act, , 1947 .25
Who are the Contemporary Devaddsis? So if the Devadasi Act (1934, 1947) made it illegal for the devaddsis to perform dance in the temple precincts; who then are the contemporary ' devaddsis' of Karnataka? The postIndependence period is characterized by a struggle for a cultural identity over the body of the 'post-devaddsi'. This struggle takes place on several levels of representation. On the level of discourse the term 'devaddsi' is used by the authors (e.g. Trivedi, 1977, Tarachand, 1992) generically as synonymous with 'prostitute' in support of a secularization, modernization and de-traditionalization thesis.
Secondly, the iconographic representation of Yellamma-Renuka conveys in pictorial form the struggle over the identity and control 23 Even though the devaddsis are represented as relatively empowered during the medieval period, I agree with Nair that we must not exaggerate the power they enjoyed. The devaddsis, despite their relative autonomy, remained dependent on a triad of men within the political economy of the temple: the priest, the guru and the patron (Nair, 1994, 3161) . Similarly, the contemporary devaddsis are dependent on and managed by the male triad of the sthdnika, priest and sponsor over the body of the devaddsi. Griffin suggests that the image is a representation of an 'abused goddess': her body the site of the sexual activity has been removed; she retreats into her head'. 26 Gurumurthy suggests that the cult and worship of goddess Yellamma-Renuka who for centuries has been worshipped by the people of Karnataka as a healer of diseases and granter of boons is now represented as a threat to the health and wealth of her devotees: 'the goddess, like the ritual tradition is abused and misused'.27
Girls who continue to be dedicated in theogamy to goddess Yellamma-Renuka at Saundatti cannot be devaddsis in the pre-1947 sense since they can no longer perform the ritual dance in the temple precincts, despite attempts of a re-vitalization of the dance-centered ritual tradition. 28 The central locus of the contemporary tradition is the Yellamma-Renuka shrine complex at Saundatti, and it is therefore appropriate that the contemporary devaddsis should be studied in this context. The current worship is a combination of local and J>aivite/Vaisnavite traditions, and the temple and the sixty or so surrounding minor shrines are managed by Saiva Lirigayats. The girls who are largely recruited from the VIrasaiva non-Lirigayat and scheduled castes (formerly called untouchables) are dedicated to Yellamma-Renuka and, although they continue to have sexual relations with a sponsor, become Yellamma-Renuka ritually. 29
It is regarded as auspicious to dedicate a girl to YellammaRenuka, and she is usually dedicated as a result of a family vow. 30 The devotees believe that the family starts to receive the grace of the deity from the day of the dedication, even if this takes place before birth. As a vowed gift to the deity, the girl becomes the property of the temple. 31 In due course a sponsor pays for the dedication and de-flowering ceremonies. At dedication a sacred necklace (muttu) is tied round her neck to signify her everauspicious married status as nityasumahgali. Her presence is sought at life-cycle ceremonies. The personal narratives of the sixteen devaddsis in Tarachand's study suggest that no shame is attached to their activity and that they or their children are not stigmatized. All were initiated voluntarily between the ages of sixteen and twenty and underwent the de-flowering ceremony within a year. 32 A typical life story involved an initiation ceremony in the form of a marriage between Yellamma-Renuka and Jamadagni, followed by a period as a concubine or 'chaste wife' (garati muttu) of a sponsor from a land-holding family. Few studies have analyzed the caste affiliation of the sponsor, but out of the sixteen men who performed the de-flowering ceremony in Tarachand's study six were 'kin', eight were 'rich and influential' and two 'well-wishers of the family'. 33 The women, her children and sponsor, together with the respective families reap the benefits of her ritual status as devaddsi.
Even though she may be a concubine, a 'chaste wife' (garati muttu) does not become entirely financially dependent on her sponsor in the way that a wife is dependent on her husband. Instead, she remains in her father's clan, although she becomes ritually linked with the priest's clan at the temple since that is where her divine husband £iva as Jamadagni is. 34 Alternatively, she may become a sexually active 'degraded wife' (sule muttu). The final 'pious wife' (jogati muttu} stage involves retiring from sexual activity and becoming a ritually active renouncer or mendicant. Tarachand discovered that the 'degraded wives' (sule muttu) who undergo the dedication rite voluntarily consider offering themselves to the deity as the highest sacrifice, believing that they serve the deity even through prostitution. 35 The Wada women consider their ritual status as a 'boon'. They do not think that the custom should be banned, but that the government should provide protection to keep the tradition alive. A few said that the government 'should not interfere'. 36 Many were critical towards the 'degraded wives' (sule muttu) who are seen bringing the tradition to disrepute. In contrast to this, the reformers regard the tradition as 'superstition', whereas the devaddsis see their activity as 'divine service'. Education, from the reformers' perspective entails emancipating devaddsis from their 31 Tarachand (1992) ritual activity. Conversely, educating their daughters while grooming their brother's daughters for devaddsi-hood are considered as compatible activities by the devaddsis. Significantly, fourteen out of the sixteen Wada devaddsis own land. 37 Tarachand's study suggests that being a devaddsi offers the women a sense of worth even though their perspective contrasts with that of the reformers who regard them as exploited.
The 'chaste wives', 'degraded wives' and the 'pious wives' are an integral part of the villages surrounding the Saundatti shine, their ritual status identifiable to the devotees by the type of sacred necklace (muttu) which they wear, and the ritual objects which they bear. They visit the family and temple shrines on auspicious weekdays and during the festivals of the goddess. Girls directly dedicated to 'pious wife' are virgins and entitled to carry a metal pot (koda) on their head which symbolizes their great ascetic power and chastity. Retired concubines carry a jaga basket filled with ritual objects, again on their head, but 'degraded wives' are only allowed to carry a basket (paradi) for begging in their hand. 38 Whatever their ritual status, the women contribute part of their earnings to the temple.
The Iconography and Mythology of Yellamma-Renuka
I will now examine the iconography of the goddess YellammaRenuka whose ritual embodiments the devaddsis regard themselves, the myths associated with the goddess, and the relationship between the iconographic representation, myth and the experience of the devaddsi. The marriage ceremony of a girl or woman dedicated to Yellamma takes the form of a ritual enactment of the origin-myth of Yellamma-Renuka. 39
Significant to the identity of Yellamma-Renuka is that according to the Karnataka tradition Renuka embraces an untouchable woman (MatangI) and both are beheaded. 40 On restoration to life the heads are transposed and the resulting goddess is a woman with a brahmin's body and an untouchable woman's head. Such a transposal represents two ends of social and ritual hierarchy which in ordinary circumstances are kept separated by pollution taboos, but which the cult of Yellamma-Renuka transgresses and reverses with a marriage of an untouchable woman-becomegoddess Matarigf and brahmin Jamadagni. 41 Sexual relations 37 Tarachand (1992) The Matangi complex could be the link which explains the relationship between the iconographic representation of the goddess, myth and the experience of the contemporary devaddsi. 43 Matangi is an untouchable dedicated 'prostitute' (i.e. devaddsi) who overcomes pollution taboos relating to the sexual relations between caste males and untouchable females by allowing her saliva to touch caste males on ritual occasions.44 The ritual linking of Matarigi's saliva reverses the pollution effect of intercourse between a devaddsi and a caste male, making it instead ritually auspicious. Both a goddess and a sacred prostitute, Matangi articulates well the ambivalent gendered representations of the Karnataka devaddsis whose life-cycles mirror the myth of Yellamma-Renuka as Jamadagni's 'chaste', 'degraded' and 'pious' wife.
Yellamma-Renuka is iconographically portrayed as a female head without a body in modern Indian calendar prints. Visually the image is striking, even shocking; the disembodied head, endowed with a smiling encountenance rests on a pedestal from which cascades a red pleated saree-like garment. A halo of spike-like rays emanate from the goddess's head. Surrounding the image is a pictorial re-telling of the origin-myth of Yellamma-Renuka. The myth narrates the story of the chaste wife of a brahmin sage Jamadagni, Yellamma-Renuka, who incurs her husband's wrath due to a lapse in concentration while performing her wifely duty of fetching water from the river, and is beheaded by one of her sons, Parasurama. She is eventually restored to life, but with the head of a lower caste woman. Published studies pay scant attention to Yellamma-Renuka's evocative iconography, and from the point of view of representation it appears opportune to look at her imagery within the context of the gendered portrayal and experience of the Karnataka devaddsis. It seems to me that even though their status has been eroded, the devaddsis nevertheless lead extraordinary lives, and I started looking for parallel narratives among the gandharvas and apsardses in Hindu mythology. Born out of the vapours of the waters (apsu-rasa) during the mythical churning of the ocean the apsardses became the first 'public woman' who, because they were not wooed by the Titans and the gods, dedicated themselves to all celestial beings in common.45 Significantly, the devaddsis of Puri regarded themselves as earthly 42 Spratt (1966) apsardses.^The iconography of the origin-myth of YellammaRenuka evokes much of the apsaras-centred imagery; for instance, the central role of Renuka's water pot, the 'water love-play' (jala krida) of the gandharva king and an apsards in the river, and the opposition between asceticism and water.47
The Story (Fig. 1) . The central image of the goddess in the calendar print is surrounded by the origin-myth of the divine couple 3iva as Jamadagni and Yellamma-Renuka in the form of a series of cameos which read in a clockwise direction from the lower left hand corner. The cameos are accompanied by captions identifying the scene. Figure 1 is fairly representative in its general portrayal of the goddess and the myth surrounding her, although stylistic variations occur. The cameos begin with an invocation of Diva's aniconic aspect, the lihga and 3iva manifests to Renuka in cameo (7). The Brahmins (in white garments) and ascetics or holy men (in orange robes) have the 3aiva markings of three horizontal lines on their foreheads. I will now analyse each cameo in detail.48
(1) The infant form of the goddess.
(2) The worship of the lihga (Bhakti yoga). The couple worshipping the lihga are Renuka's parents, king Prasenajit and his queen.
(3) and (4) Jamadagni meets Renuka, followed by the marriage.
(5) and (6) Renuka's chastity is symbolized by her ability to fashion a water pot out of sand using a cobra as a cushion for bringing water from the Malabrabha river. She is here depicted as the 'chaste wife' (garati muttu).
(7) Renuka witnesses 'water love-play' (jala krida) between a king and his wives or courtesans in the river. This is a key scene since it contains elements which are central to my analysis of the gendered portrayal of the devaddsis. Renuka loses her chastity as a result of seeing the gandharva king Citraratha and his courtesans (devaddsis} 'sporting' in the river.49 This detail is significant since Citraratha is the king of gandharvas, celestial male beings whose task, among others, is to de-flower brides, a task which the sponsor performs. 50 (8) The curse. As a result of a lapse in chastity the pot starts to leak, the cobra forsakes her and Renuka returns to the hermitage late. She is cursed by her husband Jamadagni with a skin disease (possibly leprosy or smallpox) and banished into the forest. Mythologically Renuka enters the sexually active life-stage of a 'degraded wife' (sule muttu'). Her association with the 'healing' goddess Yellamma begins when she incurs a skin disease as a result of the curse. 51 (9) Liberation from the curse. During her forest exile Renuka meets two 3aiva ascetics and becomes a devotee of 3iva, who is shown bestowing his grace upon the scene. She regains her health and returns to Jamadagni. The forest exile is also spiritually transformative for Renuka. A meeting with the two 3aiva holy men initiates her to healing powers, asceticism and yoga. 52 Perhaps the scene articulates what Ramanujan calls 'integrating village goddesses into the Hindu system'. The village goddess here is Yellamma who becomes deified as a result of healing and ascetic powers. According to Tarachand, 'Yallara-amma' means 'Motherof-AlP, even though as Ramanujan points out, she not a 'mother' at all, but a mart. A Kannada 'wan-goddess' is basically independent; if married, insubordinate to husband; her males tend to be consorts, brothers or guardians. 53 This is the 'pious wife' (jogati muttu) stage of Yellamma-Renuka's life cycle.
(10) The beheading. Still enraged, Jamadagni has Renuka beheaded by one of her sons, Para'surama.
(11) Para'surama's boons. Para'surama requests his father to restore his mother to life. Renuka becomes deified as a result of matricide. Female chastity 'lost', then regained in a deified context demonstrates the indexical and reflexive nature of the YellammaRenuka myth complex which deals with 'taboo' and liminal sexual relations between castes which not only can have a variety of gendered meanings to the participants, but are also represented from a variety of gendered perspectives. 54 (12) The family of Renuka and Jamadagni. In the Karnataka tradition Renuka is restored to health with the head of an untouchable woman (Matangi). 55
Conclusions
In this last section I will attempt to evaluate the Karnataka devaddsis' situatedness within the context of gender, representation and experience. The legends and myths connected with the Karnataka tradition are indexical and reflexive, that is, contextual and open-ended. The stories are full of ambivalent elements, and the key characters lead complex lives. The multiple scenarios of the myths and legends offer equally multiple solutions to the dilemmas. 56 To me as an outsider, the image of Yellamma-Renuka; a brahmin body with an untouchable head, is hugely complex, yet the image helps me understand the engendered ritual position of the matted-haired women in the temple's precincts. Equally, to her devotees she is the healer of diseases and granter of boons, to whom they offer their most beautiful daughters.
Regarding representation, the authors surveyed offer diverging explanations and solutions to the problem. We noted the disjunction between representation and experience insofar as the 'degraded wife' (sule muttu) is represented as the collective body of the contemporary Karnataka devaddsis. This observation leads to the question to what extent can those who hear, read or study representations avoid the 'trap of relativity', reductionism or romanticism? In the case of the contemporary Karnataka devaddsis relativity amounts to arguing that becoming dedicated is a better choice than the 'choice' that a rural low caste girl faces anyway; reductionism amounts to reducing the devaddsi to a common prostitute, and romanticism to either a glorification of the sacred sexuality aspect or attempts to revitalize the 'classical' dancecentered pre-1947 devaddsi tradition.
Arguably Hinduism offers a multiplicity of solutions to dilemmas on more than one level of 'truth', and that there is a contrast between 'the world' and 'eternal order'. 57 1 agree with Assayag that the contemporary devaddsis -or jogammds -as she calls them, are a paradox whose activity contradicts the moral order of society, yet the two co-exist. 58 Personal narratives suggest that the women possess an insight into their situation and those who undergo the dedication rite voluntarily regard offering themselves 55 Tarachand (1992) 58 Assayag (1990) , 61. to the deity as the highest sacrifice. The perspective of personal devotion may be a relevant solution for those devaddsis whose unwavering devotion to 3iva and the goddess makes it possible for them to experience their sexual activity as a divine duty. 59 These women are 'empowered and auspicious'. Nevertheless, the issue of 'choice' vs 'religious duty' needs to be debated, if only because in many cases the girl is gifted to the temple in infancy or even before. The notion of 'sacred sexuality', when perceived as nonconsensual, with one of the participants a 'minor', is no longer acceptable in modern society, if only because the societal order (dharma) no longer rests with the king, but with the state. 60 I conclude on the notion of 'whose representation'. All the current representations of the Karnataka devaddsis deal with the management of female sexuality. Secondly, all the representations employ the gendered dimension for an explanation or a solution. I agree with Tarachand that the contemporary situation is characterized by a struggle over the cultural and ritual identity of the body of the post-devaddsi who continue to be managed by the political economy of the male triad of the 'temple manager' (sthdnika), the priest and the sponsor. 61 The discourse of this struggle is informed by patriarchal ideology which continues to abuse the goddess and her tradition. 62. The current representations do not accord the initial subjects, the Karnataka devaddsis, an equal stance alongside the more traditional androcentric perspectives. My contribution is intended to raise the profile of the Karnataka women, to help them find a voice to represent themselves and to pose the questions 'why is the "degraded wife" category over-emphasized'?; 'why are the "chaste wives" overlooked' and 'why do the "pious wives" not get more recognition'? Awareness-raising needs to work towards involving the Karnataka women as equal participants in the dialogue between the reformers and devotees, in asking who or what the abusers are and what forms the abuse or exploitation takes (e.g. the dedication of children). Like a feminist perspective which finds a voice through the image of the abused goddess, whose body, the site of sexuality has been removed and who retreats into her head, I hope that the Karnataka women find a voice through the grace of goddess Yellamma-Renuka.
